


































































































































































































































 

 

 

 
 

  October 23, 2017 

 

Mr. Daniel Dromm, Member 

City Council, City of New York 

250 Broadway, 18th Floor 

New York, NY 10007 

 

Dear Councilman Dromm: 

        

It is with great enthusiasm that the Tule Lake Committee writes to support 

Resolution 792, and your efforts to establish January 30 as Fred Korematsu Day, in 

recognition of the lasting impact Fred Korematsu had on the nation and the world.   

 

The Tule Lake Committee is a non-profit organization composed of survivors of the 

WWII incarceration of Japanese Americans at the Tule Lake concentration camp, 

and their descendants.  Tule Lake was the only one of the ten concentration camps 

converted to a maximum-security prison used to punish 12,000 Japanese Americans 

who protested the injustice of their mass incarceration.  We organize pilgrimages to 

the Tule Lake site to remember, to mourn and to heal, and we serve as advocates to 

preserve Tule Lake’s unique history about the thousands of imprisoned Japanese 

Americans who challenged America to live up to its own democratic principles.       

 

Fred Korematsu’s story of courage in protesting the wartime incarceration has 

special resonance to those of us working to preserve Tule Lake.  His actions are an 

inspiration, not just to us, but to all people who cherish the dream of American 

democracy and equality and justice.   

 

With present day pressures to exclude immigrants and refugees, to demonize people 

of color and punish people based on gender differences, we are grateful the City 

Council is considering the recognition of someone who spoke out for justice.  The 

political gesture of recognizing Fred Korematsu and creating a day to honor him 

reminds us not to allow race prejudice or political hysteria to destroy us.  

 

Thank you for your leadership and your efforts to honor Fred Korematsu’s legacy.    

 

Sincerely yours,    

 

Ken Nomiyama 

On behalf of the Tule Lake Committee 

 

 P. O. Box 170141    San Francisco, CA  94117   www.Tulelake.org        
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October 24, 2017 

 

Via Electronic Mail: dromm@council.nyc.gov; smaguire@council.nyc.gov 

The Honarable Daniel Dromm 

250 Broadway, Suite 1826 

New York, NY 10007 

 

Re:  Fred T. Korematsu Day 

  

Dear Council Member Dromm:  

 

The Asian/Pacific Bar Association of Sacramento (“ABAS”) writes in support of 

Resolution 792. As a non-profit legal organization created to foster the exchange 

of ideas and provide service to the general and local communities ABAS is 

concerned about protecting people’s civil and human rights.  

 

ABAS supports the establishment of Fred T. Korematsu Day (of Civil Liberties 

and the Constitution) on January 30th of each year as provided by Resolution 

792. Fred T. Korematsu was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1998 

for courageously defying the incarceration of 120,000 Japanese Americans during 

World War II. The establishment of this day is not just about the 

accomplishments or actions of one man, but is also a highly symbolic 

acknowledgement of how racially motivated policies and the infringement of our 

basic civil and human rights are morally wrong. This resolution is not just about 

one community but extends to all marginalized communities who are easily 

targeted when the political tide turns against them. 

 

For these reasons, ABAS supports Resolution 792.  
 

Sincerely, 

 
 

Sophia Kwan 

ABAS President 

skwan@seyfarth.com 

mailto:dromm@council.nyc.gov
mailto:smaguire@council.nyc.gov


 COMMENTARY RACE & INEQUALITY

We Are Fred Korematsu

JANUARY 26, 2017

https://tcf.org/topics/rights-justice/race-and-inequality/
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“[Japanese residents] are organized and ready for concerted action. . . . The very fact that no sabotage has taken place

to date is a disturbing and confirming indication that such action will be taken.” —Lieutenant General John L.

DeWitt, February 1942

“Hey, I watched when the World Trade Center came tumbling down. And I watched in Jersey City, New Jersey, where

thousands and thousands of people were cheering as that building was coming down. Thousands of people were

cheering.” —Donald J. Trump, November 2015

January 30 is Fred Korematsu Day of Civil Liberties and the Constitution. It is recognized by legislation in the states of

California, Hawaii, Virginia, and Florida, and recognized by proclamation in Utah, Illinois, Georgia, South Carolina,

Pennsylvania, and Michigan.

Fred Korematsu was a U.S. citizen, born in California, of Japanese immigrants. When he was 23 years old, in the opening

months of U.S. involvement in World War II, he ignored and then legally challenged the eviction orders that would eventually

incarcerate into camps nearly 120,000 Nikkei (Japanese immigrants and their descendants) living on the West Coast. Two‑

thirds of these Nikkei were American‑born.

The executive order that Fred Korematsu ignored—Executive Order 9066, which was signed on February 19, 1942, by President

Franklin Roosevelt—authorized Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson to prescribe certain areas as military zones, clearing the way

for the evacuation of Japanese Americans, German‑Americans, and Italian‑Americans. But the authority granted was only used

to round up Nikkei families in a wholesale manner.

ĚXČĿŲȘİǾŇ ǾŘĐĚŘ PǾȘŤĚĐ ǺŤ FİŘȘŤ ǺŇĐ FŘǾŇŤ ȘŤŘĚĚŤȘ İŇ ȘǺŇ FŘǺŇČİȘČǾ ĐİŘĚČŤİŇĢ ŘĚMǾVǺĿ ǾF PĚŘȘǾŇȘ ǾF JǺPǺŇĚȘĚ ǺŇČĚȘŤŘỲ

FŘǾM ŤĦĚ FİŘȘŤ ȘĚČŤİǾŇ ǾF ŤĦĚ ČİŤỲ ŤǾ BĚ ǺFFĚČŤĚĐ BỲ ĚVǺČŲǺŤİǾŇ. ȘǾŲŘČĚ: ẄİĶİMĚĐİǺ ČǾMMǾŇȘ.



It is worth noting that, while the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the executive order, Korematsu’s

conviction was vacated decades later, when it was found that the government had lied to the court about the threats posed by

Nikkei.

Words Matter

In making its case, the U.S. government relied on tortured logic to justify Executive Order 9066. Lieutenant General John L.

DeWitt, who advised Secretary Stimson, put forth that the fact no sabotage by Nikkei had yet been found proved just how

sneaky the Japanese were. The order itself relied on coded words: Nikkei were “evacuated” just as we do for a natural disaster.

They were sent to “assembly centers” and “relocation centers.”

The term “internment” is often used in reference to Executive Order 9066, but it is a mischaracterization. Internment

commonly refers to the legal confinement within prescribed limits, as a prisoner—prisoners of war, enemy aliens, or combat

troops who take refuge in a neutral country—and not to the mass forced removal and incarceration of a people based solely on

their ethnicity. Further, the incarceration included U.S. citizens, many of whom were elderly, young children, or infants. Of the

nearly 120,000 Nikkei who had been rounded up, perhaps 8,000 were legally interned. The others were incarcerated without

due process.

If they were not actually internment camps, then, what should they have been called? While the assembly and relocation

centers the U.S. government employed during World War II were in no way equivalent to the Nazi death camps, they served

much of the same purposes. A concentration camp is defined to be “a place in which large numbers of people, especially political

prisoners or members of persecuted minorities, are deliberately imprisoned in a relatively small area with inadequate facilities.”

In fact, President Roosevelt chose to call them concentration camps. So too do many people who lived through the experience,

and their descendants now also use this term.

No Harm, No Foul

Since the conclusion of World War II, U.S. presidents have taken steps to acknowledge America’s mistake, and to try and repair

the harm done. President Gerald Ford issued a formal apology to the internees, saying their incarceration was a “setback to

fundamental American principles,” and rescinded Executive Order 9066 on February 19, 1976. (Note that, after seventy‑five

years, it still remains as a Supreme Court precedent, as no other case has come forward from which to challenge its

constitutionality.)

The Civil Liberties Act of 1988, signed into law by President Ronald Reagan, authorized an apology and reparations of $20,000

each for the 80,000 or so Japanese Americans who were interned during the war and still alive. While these gestures were

appreciated, they could not make up for over two years of incarceration, and the amount awarded pales in comparison to the

actual financial losses, estimated to be billions of dollars.



Divided and Conquered

These reexaminations of Executive Order 9066 and discussions of apologies and reparations often focus on the individuals—

whether it is Fred Korematsu’s resistance, or other personal stories of internment. What is often overlooked is the impact the

order had on the unity of the Japanese American community as a whole, as each and all were questioned about where their

loyalties lay.

In early 1943, the War Relocation Authority administered a so‑called loyalty questionnaire to all incarcerated adults that tore

the community apart. Question 27, asking if respondents were willing to serve in combat duty wherever ordered, and question

28, asking if they swore allegiance to the United States and renounced allegiance to the Emperor of Japan, were critical. Male

respondents who answered negatively to both questions—approximately 20,000 did—were labeled “No‑No Boys.” These No‑No

Boys were shunned by the majority of detainees, who had answered Yes‑Yes. Some of those answering “No” were only expressing

their anger at being required to serve a country that had locked them up behind barbed wire. Others did so because they

resented being asked to forswear allegiance to an emperor that they, as U.S. citizens, had never had any allegiance to.

Executive Order 9066 also created a dilemma for Japanese‑American political organizations. The Japanese American Citizens

League (JACL), which was formed in 1929, was an active advocate for the rights of its membership, especially in California and

Washington State. But rather than fight the incarceration, the JACL acquiesced, and even aided in the round up community

leaders who were suspected of being disloyal, and urged harsh treatment of No‑No Boys.

Executive Order 9066 continued to divide the Japanese community even after the war. S. I. Hayakawa, a former president of

San Francisco State University and former U.S. Senator from California, was a notable voice arguing against reparations.

Hayakawa was not incarcerated during the war, because he lived in Illinois at the time, but he believed that Nikkei actually

benefited from incarceration, and that the relocation was done for their own safety.

I Am Korematsu

After Trump refused to recognize CNN’s Jim Acosta at the pre‑inaugural press conference on January 11, 2017—because CNN

had produced a piece that Trump disagreed with—On The Media’s Bob Garfield chastised reporters for not standing up for their

colleague. Garfield said the press corps should have responded in “I am Spartacus” unity, instead of stepping over Acosta’s body

in their own self‑interest to get their questions answered. The point being that Trump’s strategy worked—by identifying Acosta

as a “bad actor,” it divided the press.

What is often overlooked is the impact the order had on the unity of the
Japanese American community as a whole, as each and all were
questioned about where their loyalties lay.



President Trump’s recent statements on immigration might seem to be set on fracturing the unity of immigrant communities in

the same way. And by slowing the spigot on immigration to pit groups against each other, using false words to paint Muslims as

enemy invaders, by questioning the loyalty of Muslim Americans, he is treading in the well‑worn path that led to Executive

Order 9066.

Fred Korematsu Day celebrates resistance at great cost during a sad chapter in American history. To honor this sacrifice, let us

speak out against divisiveness and falsehoods and defend civil liberties for all, regardless of religious faith or country of origin.

We are all Fred Korematsu.

ČǾVĚŘ PĦǾŤǾ: ĶǾŘĚMǺŤȘŲ ČǾŘǺM ŇǾBİȘ PŘĚȘȘ ČǾŇFĚŘĚŇČĚ, FĿİČĶŘ.

Patricia Kozu, Chief Operating Officer
Pat Kozu is chief operating officer at The Century Foundation. She is on the
Board of Directors of the Nonprofit Coordinating Committee of NY, a member
of the U.S.‑Japan Council, and on the Steering Committee of the Asian Women
Giving Circle.

We are all Fred Korematsu.

https://tcf.org/experts/patricia-kozu/
https://tcf.org/experts/patricia-kozu/


Janet Komoto 
Intermountain District Governor 
Japanese American Citizens League 
P O Box 143 
Ontario OR  97914 
 
 
October 24, 2017 
 
 
Sebastian Maguire 
Legislative Director & Counsel 
Office of NYC Council Member Daniel Dromm 
250 Broadway, 18th Floor 
New York NY  10007 
 
Dear Mr. Maguire: 
 
I am writing in support of Resolution Number 792, which would establish January 
30 annually as Fred T. Korematsu Day.  
 
As you know, Mr. Korematsu was an American civil rights activist, a key figure in 
Japanese American history, who looms as large as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. does in 
American history.  
 
Several states have recognized or are in the process of recognizing January 30 as 
Fred T. Korematsu Day. 
 
The Japanese American community would be so honored if the City of New York 
would pass this Resolution and grant Mr. Korematsu his rightful place in American 
history. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Janet Komoto 
 



YOSHINORI H. T. HlMEL
California Bar #66194
372 Florin Road #191

Sacramento, California 95831
Telephone: (916) 418-4567

Fax:(916)721-2347
email: YHimel@LawRonin.com

October 24, 2017

By email to smaguire@council.nyc.gov

Sebastian Maguire, Esq.
Legislative Director and Counsel
Office of NYC Council Member Daniel Dromm
250 Broadway, 18lh Floor
New York, NY 10007

Re: Resolution No. 792

Dear Mr. Maguire:

The Council is to be commended for exercising its authority to establish
January 30 of each year as the Fred T. Korematsu Day of Civil Liberties and the
Constitution. Fred Korematsu represents the courage to dissent in the face of
manifest injustice, and the persistence to dedicate one's life to righting injustice.
Taking this action simply is the right thing to do.

Sincerely,





 

 

Sent via email to smaguire@councilnyc.gov 

Oct. 24, 2017 

Dear Councilmembers for the City of New York, 

I am the President of the Sacramento, California Chapter of the Japanese American Citizens League 

(JACL).  Our chapter has been notified that you will be considering a proposal to establish a Fred T. 

Korematsu Day for the city of New York.  I am writing in support of the proposal and to let the people of 

New York City know why it is so important, not only for the Japanese American Community, but for all 

Americans who value their constitutional rights. 

You have probably already have been told how Fred Korematsu challenged Executive Order 9066 which 

required that all persons of Japanese Ancestry, regardless of their citizenship status, leave the west 

coast and be incarcerated in sub-standard housing in remote areas of the United States.   Fred was 

eventually arrested and convicted in Federal Court.  Decades later, it was discovered that before Pearl 

Harbor,  President Roosevelt and others in Washington were told by both the FBI and the Dept. of the 

Navy that the Japanese American community did not pose any threat to our country, and that overall, 

they were strongly loyal to the United States .  In short, the federal government and the President lied 

to the Supreme Court in order to justify the removal of 120,000 people from their homes, schools, and 

businesses, based only on their ancestral heritage.    

As a docent at a local museum, I talk with schoolchildren about the Executive Order 9066, and I can 

attest to how Fred’s story resonates with students, especially those who feel marginalized by the 

current political discourse about race, religion, and immigration.  Having an official Fred Korematsu Day 

will encourage conversation about civil liberties and our rights of due process and equal protection of 

the laws.  Considering the current public discourse, it is more important than ever.   

Thank you for considering the establishment of a Fred Korematsu Day in New York City.   

Sincerely, 

Janice Yamaoka Luszczak 

Japanese American Citizens League 

Sacramento Chapter 

 

mailto:smaguire@councilnyc.gov


October 25, 2017 
 
Mr. Daniel Dromm, Member   
New York City Council 
250 Broadway, 18th Floor 
New York NY 10007 
 
Dear Danny: 
        

Queens Community House enthusiastically supports the adoption of Council Resolution 792, 
which will establish January 30th as Fred T. Korematsu Day in New York City.     
 

Queens Community House is a multi-site, community-based settlement house serving low-
income, largely immigrant families with 29 program sites in 14 neighborhoods across Queens. 
We are committed to breaking down cultural, linguistic, and other barriers, organizing with    
neighbors around shared needs and interests, and helping them to participate in the creation 
of a society that it is reflective of their ideals and aspirations.    
 

New York City is a shining example of how people from different nationalities, races, faiths, 
and economic backgrounds can join together to create strong communities based on our 
common humanity and a shared desire for a better future. This attribute of our city – and our 
country – is a testament to the contribution and hard work of millions of immigrant Americans 
and their descendants, and yet we have often failed to collectively protect the rights and 
freedom due them as human beings and as fellow citizens. In this regard, the incarceration of 
Americans of Japanese descent during World War II stands as one of the more disgraceful acts 
in our national history.  
 

Fortunately, our history also includes individuals such as Fred Korematsu. Korematsu’s     
courage in standing up to the grave injustice being carried out by the US government – at 
great personal loss – has long been an inspiration to the Japanese American community. His 
name and his story deserve to be known by all Americans. Korematsu’s example of fighting for 
what is fair and just, and for speaking out on behalf of the marginalized and scapegoated, is 
one that needs acclamation, especially at this moment when intolerance and xenophobia are 
so sadly on the rise in our country.     
   

We applaud your efforts to recognize Fred Korematsu, and through him the thousands of his 
fellow citizens who have fought to ensure that this shameful occurrence will not be forgotten 
and, more importantly, shall never be repeated. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Ben Thomases 
Executive Director 

 

 
 

 



Subject: Resolution 792 
  
Dear Mr Maguire,  
  
As president of the San Fernando Valley Chapter of the Japanese American Citizens League I must add 
the support of our chapter to Resolution 792. 
  
I spent two years, (Colorado) and my wife three and a half years (Arkansas), in World War II American 
concentration camps.  Many years elapsed before our community overcame our government's 
rationalizations for this injustice, and after a ten year struggle, gained Redress in the form of an apology 
from our president and monetary compensation. 
  
It is with disbelief and anger I hear politicians advocating the registering of Muslims, and others, as well 
as banning their entry into this country citing as precedent our forced internment. 
  
Resisting injustice is particularly relevant in today's political climate:  The gallantry of Fred Korematsu can 
be an inspiration to all Americans now, and in future generations. 
  
Phil Shigekuni 
  



Subject: Contra Costa JACL Supports Resolution 792 
 
Dear Mr. Maguire and NY City Council Member, Mr. Daniel Dromm: 
 
The Contra Costa JACL chapter is one the oldest and most active chapters in California.  We are located 
in the East Bay where Fred Korematsu lived. In fact, a lot of our chapter members knew him.  We 
recently had one of our middle schools renamed in honor of all that he did to protest and defy the 
Executive Order to incarcerate over 120,000 Japanese Americans. 
 
Our collective movement with the City of El Cerrito and other Japanese American civic groups to 
educate people on the power of one man to raise awareness and fight a terrible injustice started with 
telling his story and continued by having events to memorialize what he did and most recently, resulted 
in the renaming of a middle school in El Cerrito. 
 
The Contra Costa Chapter of the Japanese American Citizens League heartily supports Resolution 792.  
We cannot think of a better way to always remember those heros that stood up to our government and 
our society to not just sit down and take it, but to fight something that was terribly unjust and simply 
wrong.  We thank the City of New York for considering the resolution and thank you, Mr. Dromm for 
sponsoring this important resolution.  We send you our support and our very warmest wishes for 
success.  We hope you will let us know how the vote goes. 
 
With our gratitude and deep appreciation, Yoko Olsgaard President, Contra Costa JACL Board of 
Directors 

  



Subject: Support for Korematsu Day in NYC 
 
Dear Mr. Mcguire, 
 
I am writing you in support of Resolution 792, establishing a day of recognition for Fred Korematsu in 
NYC. 
Mr Korematsu is a widely recognized Civil Rights icon in the API Civil Rights community, a Presidential 
Medal of Freedom recepient in 1998, and a symbol of how one person can make a diffrence. 
 
James Duff 
Tiffany Ikeda 
Co-Presidents 
Berkeley Chapter of the Japanese American Citizens League 

  



Subject: Declare January 30th, Fred T. Korematsu Day (of Civil Liberties and the Constitution) 
 
To NYC Council, 
 
I support this bill that is to declare January 30th, as Fred T. Korematsu Day (of Civil Liberties and the 
Constitution). Fred Korematsu and his contribution to the civil liberty has been well known among 
Japanese - and Asian Americans. The action he took in 1942 was more than courageous, given the status 
he had and at the time of institutionalized racism. He stood up with a strong conviction that everyone 
needed to be treated under the constitution. This his conviction, courage and strength remind us of a 
golden rule, we want to treat others in the way I want to be treated. As such this resolution becomes 
very worthy. I’d like to see our kids and future generation of kids commemorate this day to learn from 
the past and not to make the same mistakes. 
 
Thank you, 
Emiko Nagano 

 



Subject: Letter in support of declaring January 30th as Fred T. Korematsu Day. 

 
 

Dear Mr. Maguire: 

 

As I am unable to attend the hearing scheduled today, I, however, would like to convey my full support of 

the resolution (Res. No. 792) being presented, declaring January 30th as the Fred T. Korematsu Day of Civil 

Liberties and the Constitution.  As a person affected by the incarceration of 120,000 Japanese and 

Japanese Americans into 10 incarceration camps across the country, you should know that I was born in 

the Tule Lake camp in August of 1943.  I was shocked to learn when I was old enough to know where I 

was born with a birth certificate confirming it.  How could we be a free and democratic society, if I hold a 

birth certificate from a "concentration" camp.  Concentration camp is the appropriate use of the term (not 

Relocation) as we were surrounded by barbed wire and towers with guards with rifles!  The Japanese 

American incarceration into concentration camps should not be confused with the Jewish Holocaust of 

deaths in concentration camps.  The Jewish camps were death camps, a more appropriate term of which 

has been clarified by several scholars.  Also, as an adult I continue to experience questions upon seeing 

my birth certificate as many do not know that the government enacted such an unjust order. 

 

Without such heroes as Fred T. Korematsu, protesting and refusing to accept EO9066 to incarcerate 

himself, all should learn about this part of our history.  He is our American hero for all to revere and as a 

model for future generations to know and learn from his experience.  I believe all students from 

elementary schools onward must be aware of this history.  Declaring a Fred T. Korematsu Day will be an 

invaluable addition to our US history!  

 

And with the present administration ban on immigrants, it is very troubling and even further evidence to 

support heroes such as Fred T. Korematsu with a Fred T. Korematsu Day. 

 

I look forward to a positive result of this hearing today, making January 30th Fred T. Korematsu Day, A 

Day we should as Americans be proud to honor from teachers, all institutions, organizations. and 

internationally as well. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Theodora (Teddy) Yoshikami 

 



Subject: Re: Establishing "Fred T Korematsu Day" in New York City 
 
Hi Sebastian, 
 
I did my research.  Yes, I support that the Council of the City of New York establish January 30th as "Fred 
T Korematsu Day".  My reason is mainly because F. Korematsu, as a long man in his twenties, was brave 
and strong enough to fight against the internment of Japanese American people.  Not to go into depth, I 
learned that it was proven, through legal research, that the Japanese Americans were falsely accused of 
treason,  In 1983 F. Korematsu's conviction was overturned by the Federal Court of San Francisco.  In 
1988 Congress passed a Civil Liberties Act declaring the internment was unjustified.  In addition, in 2009 
the Fred T. Korematsu Institute was established.  For all these reasons, F. Korematsu deserves 
recognition, plus it would help straighten the civil rights for the Japanese American people of today. 
 
Rita B Russo 
I represent myself 
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October 24, 2017 

 

James G. Van Bramer, Chairperson 

NYC Council Committee on Cultural Affairs 

250 Broadway 

New York, NY 10007 

 

Dear Chairperson Van Bramer, 

 

It is my pleasure to write you on behalf of the Japanese American Citizens League, the nation’s oldest 

and largest Asian American civil rights organization. The JACL was founded in 1929, although it is the 

experience of the unjust World War II incarceration that has defined and directed our community since. 

 

As we know now, the foundation for Executive Order 9066, which enabled the mass imprisonment of 

120,000 Japanese Americans, was grounded entirely in wartime hysteria and racist attitudes of the times 

which were pervasive throughout the country. This left little opening for opposition. Fred T. Korematsu, 

as well as Gordon Hirabayashi and Min Yasui, stood up to the injustice of the orders and took their fight 

to the Supreme Court which ultimately failed to side with the Constitution. 

 

Years later, Fred Korematsu was vindicated when it was revealed that the government had hidden 

evidence that there was no threat and his conviction was overturned through the writ of coram nobis. He 

was later awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom for his place in our country’s history as a 

champion for justice. 

 

We applaud the City of New York and join the New York City JACL chapter in support of Resolution 

792 establishing January 30 as Fred T. Korematsu Day (of Civil Liberties and the Constitution). This 

day would serve not only as a testament to Fred Korematsu and his memory, but to his fight for justice, 

which you affirm as a worthy value for the people of New York City to hold. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Gary Mayeda 

President 

Japanese American Citizens League 
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OCA is a National Membership-Driven Organization Headquartered in Washington D.C. Dedicated to Advancing the Social,  
Political and Economic Well-Being of Asian Pacific Americans 
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Written Testimony of OCA-Asian Pacific American Advocates, New York Chapter 

in support of Res. No. 792 

 

Scheduled for October 25, 2017 

Committee on Cultural Affairs, Libraries, and International Intergroup Relations  

New York City Council Chambers 

New York, N.Y. 

 

By: Chi Loek, President 

 

Good afternoon, Chairperson Bramer and members of the Committee on Cultural Affairs.  Thank you for 

providing OCA New York - Asian Pacific American Advocates with the opportunity to testify before you 

today on Res. No. 792.  My name is Chi Loek, President of OCA New York Chapter.  OCA is a national 

membership-driven organization headquartered in Washington D.C. dedicated to advancing the social, 

political and economic well-being of Asian Pacific Americans.  The New York Chapter was founded in 

1976 and has long been an ardent advocate for the broader AAPI community on issues of immigration, 

voting rights, civil rights, and social justice. 

 

Let me start by saying that OCA-NY applauds the Council’s significant commitment on uploading civil 

rights and taking the stance of anti-racial profiling.  Passage of Res. No. 792 will reinstate this 

legislature’s commitment.  By establishing January 30 annually as Fred T. Korematsu Day (of Civil 

Liberties and the Constitution), we are sending a strong message to cities and states across the country 

that racial profiling and persecution is not acceptable.  We must acknowledge the mistakes of the past, 

come united, and move forward as a society. 

 

Fred T. Korematsu is a son of immigrants.  We, New Yorkers, know the fact that people from all over the 

world come to the United States to start a new life for a reason.  Some of us come here for economic 

opportunities.  But for many, abandoning their home is not a choice or looking for opportunities.  It’s a 

survival instinct. 

 

We do understand the historic context of the Second World War and our homeland was being attacked.  

However, we, as a nation, was found by immigrants, have a proud tradition of providing access to those 

who seek freedom and opportunity.  Exclusion and displacement based on certain racial or ethnic 

background should never been brought up as a solution.  The Executive Order 9066 not only broke our 

promise to the world but also violated the Constitutional rights of the American citizens of Japanese 

descent. 

 

OCA-NY praises Mr. Korematsu’s courage in fighting for justice and civil liberties which furthered the 

cause of equality for Asian Americans and made him an inspiration to those in New York City and across 

the country.  Additionally, we look to him as an example of advocacy and seek for brighter future for 

future generations.  I am proud to call Mr. Korematsu my fellow New Yorker. 

 

We urge the Council to pass this important resolution and we look forward to observing Fred T. 

Korematsu Day annually in the near future. 

 

Thank you again for this opportunity to testify. 

 



 
 

F   L   O   R   I   N            J    A    C    L 
J  a  p  a  n  e  s  e    A  m  e  r  i  c  a  n                           C  i  t  i  z  e  n  s    L  e  a  g  u  e 

S a c r a m e n t o  V a l l e y 
P.O. Box 292634    Sacramento, CA 95829-2634     ID #94-6103626 

E-mail: FlorinJACL@outlook.com       Website www.florinjacl.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/florinjacl 

October 25, 2017 

New York City Council 
c/o Sebastian Maguire, Esq. 
Legislative Director & Counsel 
Office of NYC Council Member Daniel Dromm 
250 Broadway, 18th Floor  
New York, NY 10007 
via email smaguire@council.nyc.gov 
 

Dear Honorable Council Members 

The Florin Japanese American Citizens League – Sacramento Valley (Florin JACL-SV) 
writes asking the New York City Council to adopt Resolution No. 792 and establish each 
January 30th of each year as Fred T. Korematsu Day (of Civil Liberties and the 
Constitution). 

Florin JACL-SV will be celebrating its 82nd Anniversary this year.  Our mission is to 
promote civil rights, social justice, and cultural heritage for all through community 
education, alliances and leadership.  The Florin chapter of JACL in Sacramento 
California works with various organizations in our area to make sure that past injustice 
experienced by American Citizens of Japanese Ancestry due war hysteria, racism, and 
the failure of political leaders resulting in the imprisonment of 120,000 individuals is 
remembered and does not happen again.   

The courage of Fred Korematsu, an American Citizen who stood up and challenged a 
racist executive order is as American as can be.  While his case made it to the Supreme 
Court of the United States, the majority of the court ruled against him in 1944. With the 
assistance of a group of attorneys lead by Dale Minami, in a historic corum nobis case, 
Fred Korematsu’s conviction was reversed in 1983.  Judge Patel found that the 
government “deliberately omitted relevant information and provided misleading 
information” during his trial and overturned his conviction.  This lead to overturning 
the convictions of similarly situated individuals including Gordon Hirobayashi and 
Minori Yasui.  The successful corum nobis cases were undoubtedly instrumental in the 
government finally acknowledging the wrongfulness of the incarcerating 120,000 
American citizens when Congress passed the Civil Liberties Act of 1988. 

mailto:FlorinJACL@outlook.com
http://www.florinjacl.com/
http://www.facebook.com/florinjacl


In 1988, Fred Korematsu was awarded the highest civilian award, the Presidential 
Medal of Honor by President Clinton.  Fred Korematsu’s legacy continues through the 
Fred T. Korematsu Institute for Civil Rights and Education. 

Only through educating and remembering mistakes of the past can it be prevented, 
especially when there is a failure of political leadership dividing and marginalizing 
communities based on race prejudice and fear mongering. 

Florin JACL-SV supports passage of Resolution No 792. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Joshua Kaizuka 
Co-President 
Florin JACL-SV 
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AALDEF is submitting this testimony in support of  the NYC Council “Resolution 

No. 792 establishing January 30 annually as Fred T. Korematsu Day.”  

 

My name is Stanley Mark. I am the Senior Staff Attorney at the Asian American 

Legal Defense and Education Fund (AALDEF), a national organization that 

protects and promotes the civil rights of Asian Americans by combing litigation, 

advocacy, community education, and organizing. AALDEF works with Asian 

American communities across the country to secure human rights for all.   

 

 

Today, Fred T. Korematsu is a civil rights icon and a symbol of resistance. In 1942, 

he was profiled as an “enemy alien” for refusing to follow and obey the Presidential 

Executive Order 9066 and subsequent military orders that resulted in the 

incarceration of 120, 000 persons without trials or hearings. About 2/3 were US 

citizens and about 1/3 were lawful permanent residents. In the 1940s, his family, and 

his community were racially and ethnically profiled as “enemy aliens” by our 

political and military leaders. All but a handful of organizations and individuals 

stood up against the President, the Congress, and the Supreme Court when their 

institutional decisions legalized both a selective and a wholesale incarceration of 

Japanese Americans based on race and national origin.  Some served federal prison 

time while most, if not all, were detained in 1 of 10 US internment camps for the 

duration of World War II. 

 

From these 10 internment camps, a redress movement was born and built by the 

example of Fred and other courageous dissenters (and later their children) who 

protested and resisted inside and later outside of the camps. Although it took more 

than 4 decades, the redress movement’s struggle and its demand for equality and 

justice lead to the enactment of the Civil Liberties Act of 1988, that provided redress 

and partial reparations for this en masse incarceration. After conducting a series of 

public hearings, the US Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of 

Civilians (CWRIC) found that “race prejudice, war hysteria, and the failure of 

political leadership” was at the heart of these institutional decisions.  (As a side note, 

I testified at the CWIRC hearing in NYC to support legislation for redress and 

reparations.) 

 

During Fred’s successful “Coram Nobis” proceedings that vacated his convictions 

for refusing to follow military orders, it was revealed that government misconduct 

including the destruction and suppression of evidence completely undermined the 

government’s race-based and false narrative of “military necessity” that served as 

the legal justification and factual basis for the camps, or in today’s parlance, 

“alternative facts.”  Back then, “military necessity” was part of our national 

security policy since we were in a declared war against fascism that had taken hold 

of Japan, Italy, and Germany. Today, we are in a perpetual war against “terrorism” 

here and abroad. Assertions of national security and public safety have led to racial 

and religious profiling and abridgement of civil rights and civil liberties of our 

fellow citizens perceived as perpetual foreigners.  Fred’s wartime convictions and 



sentence serve as a warning never to defer to propaganda as fact and to question 

government enforcement policies that promote racial or religious bigotry.  

 

On a personal note, I had the honor and pleasure of meeting with Fred, his wife 

Kathryn, and his daughter Karen on several occasions over the years. I remember 

meeting Fred for the first time at Lincoln Center in 1984 at AALDEF’s 10th 

Anniversary event.  He was our keynote speaker after the showing of  “Unfinished 

Business” an Oscar nominated film about the redress movement and the Coram 

Nobis cases. He also spoke at other AALDEF events honoring him in 2002 after the 

9/11 attacks when racial and religious profiling lead to violence against Americans 

of Middle Eastern or South Asian descent as well as Muslims of all backgrounds.  

Speaking with him at different AALDEF events and law school panels about the 

camps, the redress movement, and remedial legislation, Fred always voiced a deep 

conviction that our internment was horrendously wrong and that all people should 

be treated as human beings, and not anything less.  

 

For me, an annual Fred T. Korematsu Day would be a timely reminder today and in 

the future to remember my Japanese American friends and clients from these 

camps, to reflect on the lessons learned from the redress movement, and to act in 

today’s political climate in order to secure human rights for all . 

 

Thank you to City Council Member Dromm and all the City Council Members who 

support Resolution No. 792. 

 
 



Subject: Statement: Rocky Chin, in suppor of "Fred Korematsu Day" 
 

To: Hon. Daniel Dromm, Hon. Jimmy Van Bramer & Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito 

      Members of the New York City Council 

       

My name is Rockwell ("Rocky") Chin. I am a resident of  

the Lower East Side and a longtime civil rights 

advocate, attorney & Asian American community activist: 

 

I am the founder of the Asian American Bar Association of New York, a current Board Member 

& former President of the Asian American 

Law Fund of New York, and the former Civil Rights Chair of the National 

Asian Pacific American Bar Association of New York.  I also have had the privilege 

of serving at both the New York City Commission on Human Rights & the New York 

State Division of Human Rights.   

 

NYC Councilman Danny Dromm's "Fred Korematsu Day Bill" is a fitting & timely tribute to 

one 

of our great American civil rights leaders on this 75th Anniversary of E.O. 9066. 

I had the opportunity to meet Fred Korematsu and his family many years ago.  He 

is most deserving of this recognition. 

 

We honor Fred - for his role of resistance, his courage & fortitude.. 

his vigorous endorsement and support of the coram nobis litigation, the Redress 

& Reparations Movement & the resulting Civil Liberties Act of 1988.   

 

With this tribute by the New York City Council, we New Yorkers honor and 

remember those apporx. 120,000 victims who were incarcerated in American 

Concentration Camps and those whose lives were harshly and forever disrupted. 

Some lost their lives as a result of the harsh conditions. All of those incarcertated  

were forced to sign unjust and unfair loyalty oaths, and those who on principal 

said "no" and "no", suffered further indignities. 

 

We also honor & celebrate the generation of Japanese & Asian American community activists 

who - with many allies - forced America to recognize & redress this egregious 

violation of human rights.  The movement for Japanese American Redress & Reparations 

inspired many Americans of all backgrounds, and the strong voices & lessons learned from this 

movement - including 

from Fred Korematsu and his family - resonate loud and clear!  In light of the 

alarming escalation of bullying, harassment, scapegoating of immigrants, refugees, 

ltbt community, Muslims and people of color - we must take to heart the lessons from 

the incarceration of Japanese Americans and convince our fellow American 

brothers and sisters to begin speaking with one voice: Never Again!  

 

In November 2001, the National Asian Pacific American Bar Association  

held its national convention in Scottsdale, Arizona.  Coming just two 



months after September 11th, the organizers initially had planned 

a lunch program addressing the September 11th Attacks - but without 

any speaker from New York City.  The speaker they selected 

was an "Anti-Terrorist" specialist.  Despite the real trauma we all felt at the 

time, I insisted that the organizers include a New York perspective and 

I was invited to be an additional speaker: 

 

I vividly recall standing before the crowd, and trying to find the right message and voice 

coming so soon after this terrible attack and loss of life, at a time when 

hate crimes had alreadty accelerated against people perceived to be Mulsim, and 

calls from some quarters called for  mass incarceration of Muslims.   

 

Equally disturbing, civil rights and civil liberties were too quickly being offered as fodder to the 

rising voices of revenge and hate...seeking scapegoats.  But when 

I looked out in the audience - there, in front, standing with his wife 

and daughter - was Fred Korematsu! He had been invited by NAPABA 

to receive an award.  And seeing Fred, and knowing his history, I 

began to think of how much darker those days and months were 

following Pearl Harbor - a horrific scapegoating of the Japanese American 

community.  I then found my voice - and the words came out easily: I called 

upon our Asian American community to resist the calls for scapegoating, 

deportation and incarceration, that we needed to stand w/ Muslims and others 

being scapegoated, we needed to dig down deep and  

recognize that it is precisely at a time like the period after December 7, 1941 and 

September 11, 2001 - standing firm in defending civil liberties and civil rights 

is not only about personal integrity or standing up for ones own principals - but 

is about saving the very soul of America and what we stand for. 

 

I thank Fred for giving me my voice that day and the days to follow. 

We all need to be strong today...as we face such a threat today - coming 

from the very center of government power in America.  But Fred and the Japanese American 

Redress and Reparations Movement that followed in the 70's and 80's - also 

demonstrated to us that power lies with the people.  And in the end, we must 

have faith that indeed, as the slogan goes: "The People United, will 

never be Defeated!". 

 

Thank you Councilmen Danny Dromm & Jimmy Van Bramer & the New York City Council, 

for submitting this Council bill to commemorate Fred Korematsu. 

In doing so, you also underscore the importance of organized resistance and 

supporting other movements for redress & reparations.  Such actions by elected officials and 

people of good will 

help to  introduce new generations of Americans & global citizens 

to a chapter of history often left out of our narrative about America's history. 

 

I support "Fred Korematsu Day Bill" (Jan. 30) with enthusiasm! 

============================================== 



 

Fred T. Korematsu: 

Fred T. Korematsu was a national civil rights hero. In 1942, at the age of 23, he refused to go to 

the government’s incarceration camps for Japanese Americans. After he was arrested and 

convicted of defying the government’s order, he appealed his case all the way to the Supreme 

Court. In 1944, the Supreme Court ruled against him, arguing that the incarceration was justified 

due to military necessity. 

 

In 1983, Prof. Peter Irons, a legal historian, together with researcher Aiko Herzig-Yoshinaga, 

discovered key documents that government intelligence agencies had hidden from the Supreme 

Court in 1944. The documents consistently showed that Japanese Americans had committed no 

acts of treason to justify mass incarceration. With this new evidence, a pro-bono legal team that 

included the Asian Law Caucus re-opened Korematsu’s 40-year-old case on the basis of 

government misconduct. On November 10, 1983, Korematsu’s conviction was overturned in a 

federal court in San Francisco. It was a pivotal moment in civil rights history. 

Korematsu remained an activist throughout his life. In 1998, he received the Presidential Medal 

of Freedom, the nation’s highest civilian honor, from President Bill Clinton. In 2010, the state of 

California passed theFred Korematsu Day bill, making January 30 the first day in the U.S. named 

after an Asian American. Korematsu’s growing legacy continues to inspire people of all 

backgrounds and demonstrates the importance of speaking up to fight injustice. 

 

 

Rocky Chin, Esq. 
(917) 577-5748 

chinrocky@gmail.com 

(cell/voice/text) 
  

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200920100AB1775
http://www.korematsuinstitute.org/new-page-4
tel:(917)%20577-5748
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Subject: In Support of Res. No. 792 
 

Hi Mr. Maguire, 
 

I wanted to join my fellow community members in New York City's 
Japanese American community to express my appreciation to Council 
Member Dromm for introducing Resolution 792 - Fred Korematsu Day. I 
live in Council Member Lander's district and appreciate his co-sponsoring 
this legislation. 
 

As a Japanese American whose family was incarcerated in Heart Mountain, 
I am deeply concerned about the current trajectory of our country. 
Establishing January 30th as Fred Korematsu Day can be used as a 
platform to educate and engage all New Yorkers on the experiences of the 
Japanese American community during World War II. Furthermore, 
honoring Fred Korematsu will inspire every day New Yorkers reminding 
them that one person can make a difference when standing up to a social 
injustice. 
 

I urge the full New York City Council to pass this important legislation. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Peter Gee 

Brooklyn, NY 11215 
  



Subject: Fred T. Korematsu Day Hearing 
 

Dear Mr. Maguire,   
 
I strongly support New York City Hall's resolution No. 792 to declare 
January 30, 2018, Fred T. Korematsu Day.  Mr. Korematsu exemplified the 
values expressed in our Constitution, when he took his courageous stand 
for justice at the young age of 23.  He is a true hero whom all of America 
can admire and be proud of.  He serves as a role model.  At this time in our 
history, we need more courageous people like Fred Korematsu who take 
principled stands for the values on which this country was founded.  I look 
up to him as a man of honor and integrity.      
 
Most Sincerely,  
Lois D. Bron 
Pittsburgh, PA  
  



Thank you for having this hearing today. My name is Tenaya Izu, I 

am a third and fourth generation Chinese and Japanese American 

from Oakland, California, living in Washington Heights. My 

pronouns are they/them.  
 

Designating January 30th as Fred Korematsu Day would set a 

precedent for adults and children alike, teaching and reminding 

them that sweeping punitive measures targeting minorities, even 

when authorized and encouraged by the highest power in Office, are 

wrong. In a political climate that prioritizes protecting serial rapists 

over seeking basic safety for transgender people, we need to 

recognize as heroes those who had the enormous courage to stand 

up, often alone, to state violence, who refused to budge at enormous 

cost to their freedom and safety when the state demand they shrink 

themselves. Marsha P. Johnson, Sylvia Rivera, Chelsea Manning.... 
 

 Today, there is an increasing fear of speaking out. People like me 

and many of those in this room know that we are viewed as a 

“threats” to the normative order of the US- we are marked as 

“other” and therefore become targets for hatred and fear, both in 

policy and every day practice.  

Meanwhile, white supremacists gather en masse, unmolested, to 

“reclaim” America as it “should be” - white, male, cisgender, 

bigoted.  
 

This is the same climate of fear, xenophobia and bigotry that led to 

the scapegoating of 120,000 people of Japanese ancestry during 

WW2.  
 

In the retelling of incarceration stories, there is always emphasis on 

the fact that many were American Citizens. What is overlooked is 

that those who were not citizens were legally denied citizenship 

because they were born in Japan, and therefore ineligible for 

citizenship because of the xenophobic, racist laws of the time. There 



are clear parallels between the fear of “foreigners” then and the fear 

of brown and black migrant workers and refugees today.  
 

As history has demonstrated, this was wrong. It continues to be 

wrong in the scapegoating of queer people, Muslim people, and all 

people of color for the bigoted insecurities and fears of those in 

power. America was never white, but it has always depended on 

thhe oppression of those deemed “undesirable” by the state - 

nonwhites, women, queers, immigrants, refugees, poor people, etc.  
 

Designating January 30th as Korematsu day will remind children 

and adults alike the necessity of standing up to what is wrong, even 

if it seems they stand alone. It will send a strong message that yes, 

we too are America, we have been America, and we are what 

America will look like. We need to recognize more heroes like Fred 

Korematsu. Thank you!  
  



Good Afternoon, Council Members Dromm, Chin, Koo, Ferreras-Copeland, Johnson, Koslowitz, Kallos, 

Treyger, Richards, Salamanca, Gentile, King, Constantinides, Garodnick, Levin, Espinal, Grodenchik, 

Rosenthal, Mendez, Deutsch, Lander, Menchaca, Palma, Vacca, Levine, Rose, Reynoso, Torres, 

Rodriguez, Cornegy, Miller, Lancman, Perkins, Ulrich, and Borelli, 

 

It is with great gratitude that I thank you and express to you how much Resolution 792 means to me and 

countless other New Yorkers of Japanese ancestry as well as many people of other ethnicities and races 

who have stood by to  support the inclusion of issues in our city which provide respect, honor and a 

desire to see our city, home of the United Nations, in a leadership role on the East Coast to recognize an 

American patriot who stood up with courage and moral outrage at something proposed by our 

government to incarcerate and put under curfew people based upon their ethnicity and origin 

regardless of their being citizens born in America or people who were denied that citizenship and the 

right to vote or own land based upon that heritage.  

 

This resolution is particularly poignant today, as we seek to recognize this man, Fred Korematsu who 

stood up against this illegal act. We seek to add to the curriculum of our public school system a name, 

an action by a man protesting what he thought to be unconscionable and the context of World War II 

and the subsequent incarceration of the Japanese living along the West coast. For all those in American 

being denied a complete history of the newcomers to our country, our youngsters do not know the 

significance of what this history means, when today, Muslims and particularly Syrians when it was 

suggested that they too should be incarcerated, listed or denied entry to our great nation of people 

from around the world. To understand the precedent set by incarcerating the Japanese would lead to 

the understanding of how horrendous the suggestion  of  "rounding up Arab students'  after 9/11 and 

more recently all Muslims but in particular Syrians and denying entry of people from primarily Muslim 

nations.. 

 

Others are providing you with testimony with particulars about Fred Korematsu, his life and the 

significance of his courage to stand up for what he believed to be an injustice. You will hear highlights of 

what happened to people on the West Coast when President Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066. 

This has all been documented, but what  happened on the East Coast is less known, rarely documented 

and until the exhibit at Ellis Island entitled "America's Concentration Camps" little was know about the 

entire issue - West or East Coasts by people in the metropolitan NY area and tourists to Ellis Island. 

 

I will share with you a few bits of my history, just to point out that things happened to people on the 

East Coast and in particular, New York City, where I was born 82 years ago in a Harlem Hospital. No 

doubt you did not know that by an unwritten code or "Gentleman's Agreement", our Japanese 



community doctor was not allowed to deliver babies in any hospital south of 125th Street in Manhattan 

including Columbia Presbyterian which while on 168th Street thought that meant below 125th.. All of 

the hospitals where Dr. Iwamoto had hospital privileges and delivered babies are now closed or 

buildings used for other purposes including  Sydenham, Knickerbocker, Jewish Memorial, Lutheran and 

Cabrini. He delivered my sister and me at Lutheran and he delivered two of my children, one in Cabrini 

and the other at Jewish Memorial. 

 

You may wonder why the Japanese community seems to be smaller than other ethnicities. One of the 

reasons was that after the end of World War II, Mayor LaGuardia contacted the War Relocation 

Authority and said, Don't send any Japs to NYC as we don't want them, they are not welcome. It is no 

wonder that after the incarceration experience the majority of those choosing to come East went to 

Long Island, Westchester County, New Jersey and Connecticut.There are many corporate, Japan born 

business people in NYC however many live outside of NYC. 

 

On Pearl Harbor Day, my sister's close friend's Father called my Mother and told her to tell my Father to 

come home immediately from his job. He explained about the bombing report on the teletype and he 

didn't know what might happen to my Father. Because there were many single men living in NYC at 

dormitory like residences adjacent to the Churches or one in Brooklyn Heights it was easy for the FBI to 

swoop down and the men were sent to Ellis Island that very afternoon along with many corporate 

Japanese workers and some local Japanese Americans including our community doctor..The single 

people were sent back to Japan as were the few with a family here. Some people were kept on Ellis 

Island for the duration of the war. It was perhaps fortuitous that our physician was incarcerated at Ellis 

Island because it had not been restored yet and people got with pneumonia in the cold and damp 

facility.  Dr. Iwamoto was able to tell outside officials that sulfa was needed as well as additional 

medications. He was later released as were some others able to prove family or other reasons that got 

them released. 

 

For many years as my sister and  I were growing up in NYC our Mother called our father and said she 

was taking us to school or the park or to church or shopping and we always wondered why.. In those 

days you never asked your parents why they were doing something. One day she took down all of the 

curtains we had seen her sew. From that day we all took turns getting dressed in the bathroom. She 

placed little plants in each window. They suddenly stopped speaking any Japanese in front of us. They 

didn't invite Japanese friends and because the Japanese institutions as Buddhist Church, Japanese 

language school, one Christian Church, restaurants and the social service organization and club were all 

closed we went to meet friends at the local Chinese restaurant. Many years later my Mother explained 

that the reason our parents didn't visit us at summer camp was that the FBI didn't let my Mother leave 

Manhattan. The reason was that my Mother, born in matsue, japan was considered an enemy alien and 

was under house arrest and had to get permission from the FBI to leave our apartment. The FBI came tio 



ask our neighbors if they hears our parents speak Japanese to my sister and me, heard them use a 

shortwave radio, have Japanese to the house or pulled the curtains at night. All of these  provided 

answers many years later the reasons for our parents never having Japanese friends visit except for one 

very critical difference. When all of the cousins came to NYC to go to the harbor to take the ship to 

Europe to fight in WWII they called our parents and asked if Mommy would fix them some rice before 

they went to fight. They said that at Camp Shelby in Mississippi where the 100th battalion, 442 Infantry 

segregated army members were sent for training - they said they didn't know that you weren't 

supposed to put butter and sugar on rice!  My mother soon learned how to make rice for 20 men at a 

time - while I lost count I am quite sure my parents fed rice to over 600 or more. Sadly many did not 

make it back. 

 

These are a few of the East Coast memories, few of us are still  alive in NYC and I would like to think that 

our city which is filled with DACA young people and many school children and their teachers will learn 

about parts of our missing history and benefit from the decision you will make today. 

 

Suki Terada Ports 



 

 

                                           

 

JAPANESE AMERICAN       100 North Central Avenue  

NATIONAL MUSEUM       Los Angeles, CA 90012  

         Telephone: 213.625.9414    

October 25, 2017 

 
 

Sebastian Maguire, Esq. 

Legislative Director & Counsel 

Office of NYC Council Member Daniel Dromm 

259 Broadway, 18th Floor 

New York, NY 10007 
 

Dear Mr. Maguire, 

The JAPANESE AMERICAN NATIONAL MUSEUM--located in the heart of Los Angele’s historic 

Little Tokyo District--wholeheartedly supports the current efforts by City Council Member 

Danny Dromm to approve Resolution No. 792 to declare January 30th “Fred T. Korematsu 

Day.” For more than 25 years, our Museum has presented programs and exhibitions dedicated 

to our mission: “to promote understanding and appreciation of America’s ethnic and cultural 

diversity by sharing the experiences of Japanese Americans.” Mr. Korematsu himself partici-

pated in public programs at our museum and since his passing in 2005 has been the subject of 

numerous JANM presentations across the country focusing on civil liberties and the contempo-

rary relevance of the unjust incarceration of Japanese Americans during World War II. 
 

Certainly, no person better exemplifies the values and challenges of American Democracy than 

Mr. Korematsu, who, in 1942 at age 23, refused government orders to report to incarceration 

camps for Japanese Americans. After arrest and conviction for defying the government order, 

he appealed his case, eventually advancing to consideration by the Supreme Court.  When his 

conviction was overturned in a San Francisco federal court, it was a pivotal moment in civil 

rights history and an inspiration to all involved in civil rights and social justice. An activist 

throughout his life, Mr. Korematsu received the Presidential Medal of Freedom—the nation’s 

highest civilian honor--from President Clinton in 1998. In 2010, the State of California passed 

the Fred Korematsu Day Bill, making January 30 the first day in the U.S. named in honor of an 

Asian American.  
 

Mr. Korematsu’s growing legacy continues to inspire people of all backgrounds and demon-

strates the vital importance of speaking up against injustice, so it would be a fitting and signifi-

cant recognition by the eminent State of New York to acknowledge his extraordinary life with 

“Fred T. Korematsu Day.” 
 

Sincerely, 

 
Ann Burroughs 

President and CEO 

JAPANESE AMERICAN NATIONAL MUSEUM 
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED TO THE 
COMMITTEE ON CULTURAL AFFAIRS, LIBRARIES AND INTERNATIONAL INTERGROUP 

RELATIONS OF THE NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL 
October 26, 2017 

 
 
Thank you Councilmember Van Bramer and Councilmember Dromm, and the other members 
of this committee for convening this hearing.  I am Jo-Ann Yoo, executive director of the 
Asian American Federation (AAF). 
 
The Federation’s mission is to raise the influence and well-being of the pan-Asian American 
community through research, policy advocacy, public awareness, and organizational 
development.  Established in 1989, the Federation is a pan-Asian nonprofit organization 
representing a network of nearly 70 community services agencies in the Northeast.  These 
agencies work in the fields of health & human services, education, economic development, 
civic participation, and social justice. 
 
I am submitting this testimony in support of Resolution 792 establishing January 30th as Fred 
Korematsu Day in New York City. 
 
There have been more eloquent and personal testimonies supporting Resolution 792, and I  
want to add my support for myriad reasons, but raise three specific points for AAF’s and my 
personal support: 
 

 The Asian American community is the fastest growing in New York City, now comprising 
over 15% of the population, with 70% being immigrants.  95% of Asian children in NYC have 
at least one immigrant parent.  The history of Asian Americans is not taught in schools.  
In fact, Asians are rarely reflected in media, sports or in politics despite our contributions.  
Asian children – in fact, all children – need to learn about everyday people who have 
made indelible contributions to the democratic progress of our country.  More than ever, 
as racist sentiments permeate every corner of our country, many in our community 
cower in fear.  This is the precise moment where we need to celebrate leaders from the 
Asian community who have contributed to the rich history of our country by standing up 
against hate.  There is no doubt that Mr. Korematsu is a key figure in our country’s 
history, and while all children deserve to see heroes who come from all races and 
ethnicities to enrich our nation’s history, Asian American youth need to learn about 
leaders from our own community who are recognized as national heroes. From this, both 
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Asian American youth and adults can embrace their heritage and learn to be proud of 
who they are, and to raise their voices against hate. 
 

 Mr. Korematsu stood up against a grave injustice when the U.S. government 
perpetuated on its own citizens and political leaders allowed our families, friends, and 
neighbors to be imprisoned and labeled as enemies.  Today, his rich legacy of bravery has 
been the rallying cry for Japanese Americans and all Asian Americans to stand against 
the vilification of our Muslim and Arab families and neighbors who are now facing similar 
hostile threats from political decisions made in fear. We cannot allow history to repeat 
itself. The history Mr. Korematsu made in the United States serves as a reminder that we 
must stand against tyranny and demand justice for all Americans.  As a sanctuary city, we 
need to celebrate heroes who stood up to discrimination and remember  that leadership 
does not always come from celebrities, but also from every day Americans, like a welder 
who spoke up during a racist and politically wary time for Asian Americans. Mr. 
Korematsu made it his lifelong mission to teach the country that we must always stand 
against discrimination and bigotry.   

 

 Finally, on a personal note, I grew up in Colorado, home to Camp Amache where over 
10,000 Americans lived in its three-year existence, imprisoning great leaders like 
Congressman Mike Honda.  Annual school field trips included seeing the recreation of 
living quarters in Camp Amache, and as one of the only Asian Americans in my school I 
was overcome with a sense of anger and shame.  I dreaded those trips, shrinking into the 
shadows and hoping for the tours to end quickly.  Growing up, there was no positive 
history lesson taught to me about the Asian American community. In law school, I 
studied Korematsu v. United States, analyzing the racist law and rationale that deeded 
Americans as enemies, and Mr. Korematsu’s efforts to fight for his dignity was a moment 
of tremendous pride that made an indelible impression in my own life.   

 
While the pan-Asian and immigrant community endures countless unreported crimes 
stemming from racism, celebrating an American leader like Fred Korematsu will be an 
important reminder that the fight for justice is never ending, that we must remain vigilant so 
that the shameful part of our country’s history not be replicated, and that we have to build 
bridges between all communities to make our already great country even greater, and that 
dissenting unjust laws is a patriotic act and our moral duty.   
 
Thank you! 
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